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Background

Novel treatments for Invasive

Aspergillosis (IA) are urgently needed to

combat anti-fungal resistance.

Quantitative understanding of disease

mechanisms will benefit from in silico

modelling but there is little time-course

data for modelling.

Experiments designed for only in silico

modelling are infeasible, due to high

associated murine cost.

Histology slides of

invasive hyphal growth [1]

Aim

To propose a practical method to refine experiments that are

informative for in silicomodelling, without altering the original

scope of the experiment.

Method

Step 1. Refinement of experimental design: We refined an ex-

ample pre-existing experimental design (Design 1: Conventional

Experiment) using a statistical workflow to allow for better ex-

pectedmodel fitting, but retains the original experiment aim (De-

sign 2: Model Directed Experiment).

Step 2. Evaluation of refined experimental design: We want to

evaluate how well we expect to predict fungal burden, cytokine

and neutrophil dynamics post low dose fungal inhalation.

Design 1: Conventional Experiment

The experiment measures:

Fungal burden (n = 5 reps).
Cytokines TNFα and IL-8
(n = 5 reps).

Neutrophils (n = 5 reps).
At 24, 48 and 72 hours post

fungal infection.

In immunocompromised mice (N = 120).

Expected fit to data:

In silico model predictions (dotted lines with shaded

confidence regions) do not match true dynamics (solid lines).

Can only reliably estimate 1/9 model parameters.

StatisticalWorkflow

Upcycle a known statistical workflow [2] to evaluate expected

model fitting using a given data set.

Workflow: fit the in silico model to synthetic data and compare the parameter estimates

and model predictions with the ground truth .

Design 2: Model-Directed Experiment

The experiment measures:

Fungal burden (n = 5 reps).
Cytokines TNFα and IL-8
(n = 5 reps).

Neutrophils (n = 5 reps).
At 24, 48 and 72 hours post

fungal infection

In immunocompetent mice (N = 130).

Expected fit to data:

In silico model predictions (dotted lines with shaded

confidence regions) match the true dynamics (solid lines).

Can now reliably estimate 3/9 model parameters.

Conclusion

The proposed method resulted in model-directed

refinement of experimental design (Design 1 → Design 2),

which allows for robust in silico model predictions.

The workflow is generalisable to any in silico model

development in the field.
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